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500x The CashTM  

Introduction 

Match any WINNING NUMBERS to any of YOUR NUMBERS to win the prize beneath the 

matching number within YOUR NUMBERS. 

Find a Multiplier Symbol to win the prize beneath that symbol multiplied by that amount. 

Find 3 Yellow tabs to unlock the WHEEL BONUS or 3 Pink tabs to unlock the EXPANDER 

BONUS. 

Start the game 

You can choose to play between 5 and 15 tickets. Each of the Numbers within the YOUR 

NUMBERS section is a ticket. 

Select the number of plays and the cost per play. Your total cost equals the number of plays 

multiplied by the cost per play and will be displayed below TOTAL COST. 

After selecting the number of plays and the cost per play, press PLAY or press the Spacebar on 

your keyboard to purchase the tickets and start the game. 

Once the PLAY button has been selected the TOTAL COST is deducted from the current 

balance and the game starts. 

End of the game 

At the end of the game, any winnings for that go are displayed in the TOTAL WON panel. 

To play again press the PLAY button. 

How to play 

Press the REVEAL ALL button to reveal all tickets at once. 
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Or press each of the symbols separately to reveal each in turn. 

Wheel Bonus 

Revealing 3 yellow tabs in YOUR NUMBERS section unlocks the WHEEL BONUS Game.  

Spin the wheel to win the multipliers that stop in the WIN ZONE at the end of the spin. If all 3 

segments that stop in the WIN ZONE are the same colour, level up to the next wheel and spin 

again. 

The game ends when the wheel stops and all 3 segments in the WIN ZONE are not the same 

colour. At this point the cost per play is multiplied by all multipliers collected during the 

WHEEL BONUS Game and that prize is awarded. 

Expander Bonus 

Revealing 3 pink tabs in YOUR NUMBERS section unlocks the EXPANDER BONUS Game.  

The game starts with a 2x2 grid of Blue Flip Again tiles. The 4 tiles flip to reveal a symbol. This 

constitutes 1 Turn 

Symbols that can be revealed are as follows: 

 Prize Multiplier - this gets added to the MULTIPLIERS TOTAL WON in the bottom 

right corner 

 Blue Flip Again Symbol - this flips the tile again in the next round (the next Turn) 

 Right Arrow - this adds new tiles to the right of the grid which are then revealed in the 

next Turn 

 Left Arrow - this adds new tiles to the left of the grid which are then revealed in the next 

Turn 

 Up Arrow - this adds new tiles to the top of the grid which are then revealed in the next 

Turn 

 Down Arrow - this adds new tiles to the bottom of the grid which are then revealed in the 

next Turn 

 +1 - this adds 1 once to any Prize Multiplier already revealed on the board 

 +2 - this adds 2 once to any Prize Multiplier already revealed on the board 

 Lightning Symbol - this adds 1 to any Prize Multiplier on the board every Turn until the 

game ends 
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The game continues until there are no Blue Flip Again Symbols on the board and all power ups 

have been applied at which point the cost per play is multiplied by MULTIPLIERS TOTAL 

WON figure and awarded. 

AUTO PLAY 

Press the AUTO PLAY button to open the auto play interface. The following settings are 

available to define how many auto spins you would like to play: 

 Number of plays – total number of games that will be played at the current TOTAL 

COST. 

 Loss limit – auto play will stop when your balance decreases by this amount, which can 

be set as a multiple of your TOTAL COST per play. If you don’t want a limit, simply 

select the ‘infinity’ symbol at the end of the row. 

 Single win limit – auto play will stop when a single win exceeds this amount, which can 

be set as a multiple of your TOTAL COST per play. If you don’t want a limit, simply 

select the ‘infinity’ symbol at the end of the row. 

 Once you have defined your settings of choice, press 'START AUTO PLAY' to start your 

auto play session at the currently selected TOTAL COST (which is the individual 

TICKET COST per play multiplied by the number of TICKETS). 

 Press the stop button at any time to stop any auto play games once the current round is 

completed. 

Winning 

Wins are achieved by: 

 In the Main Game: Matching a WINNING NUMBER to a YOUR NUMBER to win the 

prize shown under the matching Number. 

 In the Main Game: Revealing a Multiplier symbol in YOUR NUMBER to win the prize 

shown under that Symbol multiplied by that amount. 

 Wheel Bonus: Collecting prizes that stop in the WIN ZONE after a spin. 

 Expander Bonus: Collected prizes that are revealed on the tiles. 

General information 

System malfunction voids all pays and all plays. 
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This game is a game of chance. The outcome of a play in the game is pre-determined. Actions or 

choices made by player do not affect the outcome of the game. 

The theoretical average return to player (RTP) is 93.00% 

 


